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to be sure, symbolic explorations of the most general sort: for instance, one can find analyses that look through and beyond the details of varied sacrifical rites and narratives, and find a fundamental sameness in all of them, which can then be analyzed symbolically.9 But very few scholars seem to be interested in the possibility that the ancient Israelite sacrificial rules could profitably be analyzed as part of a complex set of interlocking symbolic systems.'? I have in mind here the kind of work that Marcel Detienne, Jean-Pierre Vernant, and their colleagues at the Paris Center for Comparative Studies of Ancient Societies have produced in The Cuisine of Sacrifice among the Greeks." Mary Douglas's latest treatment of Leviticus holds the promise of moving us in this direction.'2 What we generally find in analyses of sacrifice in ancient Israel is, rather, a concern with the origins of sacrifice, and this concern takes two forms. One is the standard discussion-found in numerous commentaries-of gifts, food, and communion. The other is the Girardian search for the original murder which accounts for all subsequent sacrificial rituals.'3 The question of the origins of sacrifice is doubtless one of the most important-and fascinating-questions in the field of religious studies. Yet in truth, the question of origins is largely irrelevant to the task of the biblical commentator. with sacrifice, the Girardian search for the original murder remains of great interest in some scholarly circles. For those not under the Girardian spell, concerns with the prehistory of sacrifice in earlier notions of gifts, food, and blood ties frequently dominate the discussion. The problem is that when the concern with origins predominates, the search for meaningful symbolic structures is eclipsed. Moreover, all too frequently, interest in the origins of sacrifice results in an evolutionary analysis. Scholars first speculate on the meaning of sacrifice at its origins-for instance, that it was originally understood as divine food. Then they find only the faintest echoes of such primitive ideas in the Hebrew Bible-for instance, that the Israelites did not really conceive of sacrifices as divine food anymore (Ps 50:12-13, but cf., e.g., Lev 3:1 1).'4 According to this evolutionary approach, the achievement of the Israelites lies precisely in the fact that sacrifice no longer means to them what it meant to those who preceded them. For those who take this approach, sacrifice in ancient Israel remains as a meaningless, vestigial ritual, a relic from a more primitive era.5
So the questioin arises: why do some of the very same scholars, who look at the food laws and the purity regulations and see the need to find a key to unlock a complex symbolic system, look at sacrifice as a fossilized vestige, bereft-finallyof whatever foolish meanings it once had? If the ritual purity system-the prerequisite for sacrifice-can be understood as symbolic, might it not be reasonable to understand the sacrificial system(s) similarly? But scholars dislike sacrifice too much to give this possibility the benefit of the doubt.
Those scholars who view sacrifice as an empty vestige represent one constituency of the antisacrificial public; Girard and his followers represent another. That Girard and those who follow in his footsteps dislike sacrifice is relatively well-known and well-documented.'6 Girard also dislikes impurity as much as he dislikes sacrifice: throughout his work, impurity is equated with violence.'7 Thus, to his credit, we can say that Girard's approach does take both purity and sacrifice into account. Yet the Girardian approach leaves much to be desired. As Bruce Chilton recently wrote, "Girard makes sacrifice in the ancient world the scapegoat for violence in modem experience."18 Girard's focus on sacrifice as "generative scapegoating" operates under the assumption that all sacrifice involves the killing of innocent victims.19 But the reader must beware that whenever scholars put the "innocent victims" of sacrificial ritual in the foreground, a cadre of "guilty priests" must be lurking in the background. The Girardian approach to sacrifice operates under assumptions that are both antisacrificial and antipriestly. This is hardly a good starting point for anyone trying to understand what sacrificial rituals might have meant to those who believed in their efficacy.20 More troubling is the fact that Girard's concern with Jesus as the paradigmatic innocent victim compels him to view Christianity as the necessary completion of Judaism.2' Furthermore, in his analysis of Jesus' death, Girard squarely places much of the blame on Jewish authorities and on the (Jewish) crowd, without entertaining the possibility that post-crucifixion conflicts between Jesus' followers and other Jews may have influenced the construction of the passion narratives.22 What is latent in Girard's work becomes more explicit elsewhere: there are some who push the Girardian approach further, articulating interpretations of sacrifice which are explicitly supersessionistic, and which impute to ancient Jews a fair degree of guilt for the killing of various innocent victims in the first century C.E. and earlier, through the killing of Jesus, and more simply through the performance of ancient Israelite ritual.23 '8Chilton, The Temple of Jesus, 25. '9Girard, "Generative Scapegoating," 121; Things Hidden, 231; The Scapegoat, 147, 179, 212. Cf. also the critique of Chilton, The Temple of Jesus, 24-25. 20Contrast the more neutral and more productive approach taken in Detienne and Vernant, eds., The Cuisine of Sacrifice; cf. Chilton, The Temple of Jesus, 41. One advantage of the "sacrifice as a meal" metaphor (argued for in these works) over the "sacrifice as killing innocent victims" metaphor is that the question of the innocence or guilt of the animal becomes irrelevant. The animal is not innocent or guilty, but a source of food. Stated briefly, the current scene is marked by three phenomena: (1) although there are exceptions-Girard among them-the ritual structures of sacrifice and defilement are rarely studied in tandem. (2) The two sets of systems, moreover, are studied differently. Purity regulations are generally recognized to consist of complex symbolic systems. Sacrificial rituals are generally understood as empty vestiges, being either metaphorized feedings of God or the fallout from the violent crisis that caused the origin of culture. This state of affairs may be related to the fact that (3) sacrifice itself has become the innocent victim of antipriestly and antiritual perspectives, and in a few notable cases, perspectives that are even more pernicious.
To make further progress in the study of sacrifice, we might need to consider the possibility that sacrifice can be both meaningful and symbolic. How do we approach the case of ancient Israelite sacrifice? First, we need to set aside for now discussions of both the origins of Israelite sacrifice (i.e., sacrifice as food) and the aftermath (i.e., the death of Jesus, and the concern for the "innocent victim"). Second, in order to understand the priestly perspective on sacrifice, we need to expand our scope to take into consideration some of the other significant priestly ritual structures-in particular, the purity systems.24 Third, we need to look for ways to bring together as much of this evidence as possible. We do not really need a "theory" per se, because we make no claim to advance the understanding of sacrifice in any context beyond the Hebrew Bible.25 In fact, we do not even claim to explain all the sacrifices within the Hebrew Bible.26 Most of the comments that follow pertain most directly to the daily burnt offering (Exod 29:38-45; Num 28:3-8; cf. Lev 1). Instead of proposing a theory, we will identify and illustrate two "organizing principles,"27 two concerns central to the priestly traditions of the Pentateuch that will help us understand more fully the dynamic between the systems of sacrifice and defilement. One organizing principle is the concern with imitating God, and the other is the concern with attracting and maintaining the presence of God within the community. By focusing on these two concerns, we will be able to analyze our two sets of ritual structures-sacrifice and defilement-in tandem. We will, moreover, be able to do so using the 24Expanding the scope even further-to take into account the food laws and the blood taboo-would be even better, but to demonstrate the value of a wider scope in an article-length study, we focus here on the purity system(s). While few scholars deny the importance of death-avoidance to the biblical purity system, some questions remain. One concerns the relationship between death-avoidance and sex-avoidance. A second question concerns sacrifice. Indeed, the idea that death is central to the ritual purity system brings us to the riddle at the heart of our concerns. Why, if the ritual purity system is concerned with keeping death out of the sanctuary, does the sacrificial system involve precisely the opposite: the killing of animals, in the sanctuary?34
Regarding the relationship between death and sex, the death-avoidance theory may well explain why individuals become ritually defiled when genital fluids are lost through nonsexual discharge from the body; surely the potential for life is lost in such situations. But it remains unclear whether the death-avoidance theory really explains the problematization of the sexual process itself. Does the fear of death really explain why sex and birth always defile? Moreover, why is it that the only substances which flow from the body and defile are sexual and/or genital in nature? Even blood flowing from the veins of a dying person is not ritually defiling! A number of scholars have convincingly argued, contra Milgrom, that the overarching concern with death-avoidance does not fully explain the particular concern with sexual/genital discharges. Tikva Frymer-Kensky and David Wright, among others, emphasize the important role that attitudes toward sexuality ( of these scholars argue, with different emphases, that both death and sex figure in the ritual purity system of ancient Israel, and that the system serves to highlight the differences between humans and God. Because God is eternal, God does not die. As Wright puts it, "the mortal condition is incompatible with God's holiness."36 Because God has no consort, God cannot have sex. Therefore, as Frymer-Kensky puts it, "in order to approach God, one has to leave the sexual realm."37 By separating from sex and death-by following the ritual purity regulations-ancient Israelites (and especially ancient Israelite priests and Levites) separated themselves from what made them the least God-like. In other words, the point of following these regulations is nothing other than the theological underpinning of the entire Holiness Code: imitatio Dei (Lev 11:44-45; 19:2; 20:7, 26). Only a heightened, God-like state, the state of ritual purity, made one eligible to enter the sanctuaryGod's holy residence on earth. Here we come back to Hubert and Mauss, and their classic essay on sacrifice, in which, with regard to the process of "sacralization," they said: "All that touches upon the gods must be divine; the sacrificer is obliged to become a god himself in order to be capable of acting upon them."38 The applicability of this observation to the priestly materials of the Pentateuch should now be manifest.
If this approach is moving in the right direction, we can perhaps learn more about the state of ritual purity by juxtaposing aspects of purity with certain depictions of God. In addition to God's living eternally and having no consort, one important aspect of the characterization of God in the Hebrew Bible is his manifest power. Often, but by no means always, this is expressed in rather violent terms. God is a "man of war" (e.g., Exod 15:3),39 who appears to the Israelites as a "consuming fire" (e.g., Exod 24:17), and who will-in the context of "holy war"40-travel with and before the Israelites as a "consuming fire" to "destroy" Israel's enemies (e.g., Deut 9:3). References to God as a "consuming fire" appear in both sacrificial and holy war contexts;41 this phenomenon is one of many intersections between sacrificial and military ideologies in the Hebrew Bible.42 Indeed, in the (priestly) wilderness traditions, God's residence finds its place in the midst of a war camp. Moreover, ritual purity is a prerequisite for holy war, just as it is for sacrifice.43 This is not the place to pursue the possibility that holy war in the Hebrew Bible can be understood as doing God's work and thus imitating his nature. But what ought to be noted here is this: the understanding of ritual purity in the broader perspective of imitatio Dei counters an important thread of the Girardian approach which we have already mentioned-namely, the blanket equation of ritual impurity and violence.44 Rather, ritual purity highlights the ideas that God does not die and does not have sex. This understanding of ritual purity fits quite well with the traditions about holy war and the depiction of God as a man of war. Ritual purity is about avoiding sex and death; it has nothing to do with avoiding violence.
The notion of imitatio Dei can help us identify even more connections between related ritual structures in ancient Israel. Jon D. Levenson, building on Mircea Eliade's temple-as-cosmos notion, has argued that the biblical narratives of tabernacle (and temple) construction take on a cosmic significance.45 Among other evidence, Levenson notes how the language and structure of the tabernacle-construction narrative carefully recall the language and structure of Genesis 1.46 In so doing, Levenson demonstrates that the priestly traditions understand tabernacle and temple construction as an act of imitatio Dei. If the building of the temple can be understood as an act of imitatio Dei, and if the process of preparation for the rituals that will take place there can be understood likewise, can this concept help us to better understand at least some aspects of ancient Israelite animal sacrifice? It is precisely with regard to this point that the work of Eilberg-Schwartz is so important. Noting the conundrum that routine seminal discharge (Lev 15:16-18) is less problematized than genital discharges of blood (15:19-29) or flux (15:1-15), Eilberg-Schwartz introduces the criterion of controllability into the discussion of the meaning of ritual purity in ancient Israel.47 Without denying the importance of the notions of sex and death, Eilberg-Schwartz suggests that controllability may play a role in determining both which substances defile and how severely they defile. Briefly stated, he argues that the less a process or event can be controlled, the more likely it is to defile. Thus excrement, which is highly controllable, is not ritually defiling at all. The same is true of the substances which exude from the upper parts of the body, like tears and saliva. Because their excretion is subject to human control, these substances were not considered defiling in ancient Israel. On the other hand, menstrual blood and nonseminal genital discharge are among the most defiling of substances, since they are least subject to human control.
Eilberg-Schwartz may push this criterion too far. Many kinds of uncontrollable behavior (e.g., vomiting, seizures) are not considered defiling at all, and many of the fluids which exude from upper parts of the body (e.g., mucous) are, at times, uncontrollable as well. To be fair, Eilberg-Schwartz does not present this criterion as a self-sustaining theory. He merely wants to add it to the list of criteria alongside death and sex.48 Even if Eilberg-Schwartz pushes his theory beyond its limits, he still has presented a strong case that controllability plays some role in the purity system. And the importance of Eilberg-Schwartz's suggestion, for our purposes, can be seen when he brings sacrifice into his purview:49
The importance of control in this system also suggests a way of understanding the otherwise paradoxical fact that one sacrifices animals as part of the process of cleansing oneself from the "death" of impurity. Levi-Strauss has suggested that rituals often correct a situation by symbolically reversing it. ... Sacrifice is the controllable spilling of blood; contamination is the result of some uncontrollable incident. I think Eilberg-Schwartz's observation is important, and can be pushed further. When we understand sacrifice as the controlled spilling of blood, we find a partial solution to the riddle we mentioned earlier: why, if death is defiling (and banned from the sacred) does the killing of animals find a central place within the sacred? Sacrifice is frequently described (or derided) as "violent," and it certainly is deadly and bloody. But the violence of sacrifice is not random or indiscriminate. Animal sacrifice in ancient Israel proceeds only in a very orderly and controlled way. The domesticated animals fit to be offered as sacrifices have no power whatsoever to resist: "Like a lamb to the slaughter" (Jer 11:19). That is why, at least in ancient Israel, sacrifice is very little like the hunt-the sacrificial animals chosen cannot put up much of a fight!50
In ancient Israel, sacrifice involved the controlled exercise of complete power over an animal's life and death. This is precisely one of the powers that Israel's God exercises over human beings: "The Lord kills and brings to life" (1 Sam 2:6; cf. Deut 32:39). Yet exercising control over the death of a subordinate being is not the only aspect of sacrificial ritual that can be understood in light of imitatio Dei.
The sacrificial process begins, as we have already noted, with ritual purification, which can well be understood in light of imitatio Dei. Along with the process of purification comes a process of selection: the offerer and/or the officiating priest for each sacrificial ritual must select the animal which is to be sacrificed. This important and obvious step is frequently left out of both biblical and scholarly descriptions of sacrificial rituals. Even after the offerer has eliminated unfit animals in accordance with Leviticus 1, presumably more than one fit animal remains available-and that is when the selection of the animal truly takes place.5' Exodus 12 comes closest to describing this. There the Israelites' selection and watching over the animal to be consumed as a "Passover" offering (12:6) can be juxtaposed with God's guarding and watching over Israel in preparation for the tenth plague (12:42). Of course, the book of Leviticus more than once draws a connection between the human capacity to make distinctions and the divine power to do the same (Lev 10:10;11:46-47). Once the animal is killed, we reach another major step that can be understood in light of imitatio Dei-the dissection of the animal. After the animal has been slaughtered, the offerer and the priests look into, examine, and dissect the animal's carcass. The offerer not only brings about the animal's death, but looks into the animal and separates it into its constituent parts-he decreates it. Although the basic regulations for this are laid out in Leviticus and elsewhere, there are very few descriptions of the image of an offerer or priest looking into the internal parts of an animal. The only relevant passages I know of can be found in Jeremiah, the Psalms, and a few other texts, that speak of God, who "examines the kidneys and heart" [:l1 Fnl . Perhaps a related image can be found in Isaiah 63:1-6, which depicts God wearing a garment stained with blood-as one would expect the priestly garments to be.52 Can we infer from these images that the priest-by looking into the animal-is doing divine work?
It is likely that some will resist the suggestion that sacrificial rituals may be better understood in light of images culled from prophetic literature. Some might suppose that passages like Jeremiah 11:20 do not really concern sacrifice at all because they are merely metaphorical.53 We should not, however, quickly label these images as metaphors with the purpose of dismissing them from a discussion of the meaning of sacrificial rituals.54 First of all, as long as the date of the priestly strand(s) of the Pentateuch remains a debated issue, it can by no means be assumed that the (presumably metaphorical) passages in Jeremiah or even the Psalms are later than the (presumably literal) descriptions of sacrificial rituals in Leviticus. Of course, this observation is really only relevant if we operate under the standard assumption that metaphors involve secondary and nonliteral usages which in some way extend beyond the original, literal usage of the terminology in question.55 But the more one reflects on metaphor, the more one is impelled to rethink simplistic s3The metaphorical/figurative reading of these passages is so ingrained as to be adopted by many contemporary translations. The NJV reads "test the thoughts and the mind;" the NRSV reads: "who try the heart and mind"; the RSV reads "who triest the heart and the mind." See also BDB s.v. "nfl' D" For a more literal reading one must go back to the KJV, which reads: "that triest the reins and heart." The idea that ancient Israelites believed the heart to be the center of thought (e.g., Deut 8:5 and 1 Kgs 2:44) is beside the point, because the translation of nlT1' as "thoughts" as opposed to "kidneys" obscures the fact that the organs which are being examined in Jer 11:20 are precisely the same organs that figure prominently in sacrificial rituals (e.g., Lev 3:4, 10, 15). 54The thrust of my work on ritual and moral impurity has been to counter an analogous trope in scholarship: the dismissal of Lev 18:24-30 and other such passages as metaphor.
55Cf., e.g., the definitions of "metaphor" and "figurative" in the New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon, 1993). approaches.56 A long-standing tradition in Western philosophy, going back to Aristotle, disparages metaphor as merely ornamental.7 For more than forty years, however, a number of philosophers, linguists, and anthropologists have worked to rehabilitate metaphor, arguing that it is cognitive, meaningful, often primary and foundational, and so pervasive that it is inescapable.58 We suggested above that the understanding of sacrifice has suffered because of antisacrificial biases in scholarship. It could equally be said that the understanding of Israelite sacrifice has suffered because antimetaphorical biases in biblical scholarship have eliminated sacrificial metaphors from the discussion.59
It is no longer sound to assume that metaphor is historically secondary. Quite often, the reverse can be demonstrated, even within the Hebrew Bible.60 One stunning example is the "dry bones" vision in Ezekiel 37. Here we find a meta- fire" (e.g., Exod 24:17).64 By eating and burning elements of sacrificial offerings, the offerers of sacrifice in ancient Israel are imitating activities often ascribed to God in narratives in which God's presence during a sacrifice is explicitly described.
Briefly stated, the typical ancient Israelite sacrificial process involves the performance by Israelite laypeople and their priests of a number of activities which can be well understood in light of the concern to imitate God.65 The process of ritual purification may well involve the separation of people from those aspects of humanity (death and sex) which are least God-like. The selection, killing, dissection, and consumption of sacrificial animals also have analogues in the divine realm. God, too, selects, kills, looks inside things, and appears on earth as a consuming fire. Sacrifice, then, ought to be understood metaphorically-and I use the term advisedly. An analogy lies at the heart of sacrifice.66 The offerer and priest play the part of God, and the domesticated animals from the herd and the flock play the part of the people (and particularly Israel).67 This analogy can be fully appreciated only when both halves receive equal consideration: as God is to people, so too, during the process of sacrifice, are the people of Israel to the sacrificial animals. Indeed, one advantage of understanding sacrifice metaphorically is that we are encouraged to think of the roles played by both the people and the animals. Theories of sacrifice that identify the (usually innocent) animal with the (usually guilty) offerer without identifying the offerer with something or someone else-as analogy would require-can only hope to explain half of sacrifice at most. Another value of the approach suggested here is that we can understand the aspects of sacrificial ritual discussed above without recourse to scapegoating, substitution, or even expiation. Indeed, the daily burnt offering in particular can well be understood as morally neutral-there are not necessarily innocent victims here any more than there are guilty priests.
* Attracting and Maintaining the Divine Presence
The organizing principle of imitatio Dei, though helpful, does not exhaustively explain sacrifice in ancient Israel.The principle provides, I believe, an overall rationale 64See also Lev 9:24, 10:2; Num 9:15; 1 Kgs 18:38; cf. Gen 15:17. 65Of course, Israelites will perform these activities less frequently and with less intensity than their priests. 6Similar analogies may well be involved in other ritual structures that can be understood in light of imitatio Dei: e.g., Israelites resting on the recurring seventh day of the week as God rested on the eternal seventh day of creation; Israelites constructing a temple on earth as God constructed the earth itself. Imitatio Dei has its limits; people cannot fully identify with God. They can merely aspire to briefly play on the human level roles played by God on the divine level. The daily offering not only attracts the divine presence, but the proper performance of the offering also maintains that presence within the community.7
This overriding concern with the attraction and maintenance of the divine presence can also be understood as a common denominator of many of the older, well-known "theories" (or metaphors) of sacrifice. For instance, the bestowal of gifts and the provision of food can be viewed as aspects of more general concerns with attraction and maintenance. Similarly, features of sacrifice sometimes explained in light of "communion" (e.g., the sharing of sacrificial meat) or "blood ties" (e.g., the daubing of blood upon both persons and the altar) might be understood as attempts to establish a sense of connection between the people and the deity, whose presence the people hope to attract and maintain among them for perpetuity.
There is a further benefit in elevating the concern for the attraction and maintenance of the divine presence to the level of an organizing principle. Like the notion of imitatio Dei, the concern with the attraction and maintenance of the divine presence allows us to draw further connections between the interrelated structures of purity and sacrifice. The notion of imitatio Dei, as we have shown, enabled us to see that the ritual structure of sacrifice is intimately connected to the structure known as ritual purity. Our second organizing principle becomes most helpful, however, when we bring into the discussion our second conception of defilement. This concern to attract and maintain the divine presence enables us to see the deep connection between the structure of sacrifice on the one hand and the structure of moral defilement on the other.
The notion of "moral" defilement, as we and others have described it elsewhere,79 concerns the idea that certain grave sins are so heinous that they defile. . Other passages add yet another concern to this notion. The problem with these three sins-idolatry, sexual transgression, and murder-and the reason that they bring about exile, is that God so abhors them that God cannot and will not abide in a land saturated with the residue left by their performance. This concern is very clearly articulated toward the end of the book of Numbers (35:30-34): 30If anyone kills another, the murderer shall be put to death.... 31Moreover you shall accept no ransom for the life of a murderer who is subject to the death penalty; a murderer must be put to death. 33You shall not pollute (1t'3nn J tl ) the land in which you live; for blood pollutes the land, and no expiation can be made for the land, for the blood that is shed in it, except by the blood of the one who shed it. 34You shall not defile (ltO2ln R) the land in which you live, in which I also dwell; for I the Lord dwell among the Israelites.
The thrust of the passage is this: murder defiles the land, and this phenomenon poses a threat to the maintenance of the presence of God in the midst of Israel. In a sense, we could say that murderers themselves become abominations (nIl ).il). Indeed, it is precisely this ramification of Israel's performance of grave sin that Ezekiel (8-11) depicts quite dramatically. As Israel continues to perform grave sins-again, primarily idolatry, sexual transgression, and murder-the divine presence (called in Ezekiel, the "glory" ["11]) departs from the sanctuary.
We can now, perhaps, see even more clearly the differences between ritual and moral defilements. Ritual defilement concerns those things which threaten the status of the defiled individuals vis-a-vis the sacred. Those who are ritually defiled, those whom they ritually defile, and those animals which, when dead, are considered ritually defiling, are banned from the sanctuary. And if that ban is violated, the presumption is that the danger which ensues falls upon those who transgressed the boundary: "Thus you shall keep the people of Israel separate from their impurities, so that they do not die in their impurity by defiling my tabernacle that is in their midst" (Lev 15:31).81 The moral defilements, however, work very differently. They threaten not only the status of the individuals in question, but also the very fabric of Israelite society. Unlike the ritual impurities, the moral impurities bring with them not only the danger that sacred precincts might be violated, but the threat that God will depart from the sacred precincts altogether. As already emphasized, the moral impurities, unlike the ritual impurities, are referred to as abominations. These things are repugnant to God; they are repulsive, repellent.
Here we see how the moral defilements are related to sacrifice. Abominable acts undo what properly performed sacrifice does. Sacrifice attracts and maintains the divine presence; moral defilement repels the divine presence. The idea that sacrifice and sin are related in some way has long been recognized and emphasized. Indeed, many discussions of sacrifice are dominated by concerns with guilt, scapegoating, and expiation. It certainly cannot be denied that a number of sacrificial rituals described in Leviticus are in some way expiatory (Lev 1:4; Lev 4; Lev 16). But the typical understanding of the relationship between daily sacrifice and grave sin is, I believe, backwards. It is not that the daily sacrifice undoes the damage done by a grave transgression. Quite the contrary-a grave transgression undoes what the daily sacrifice accomplishes. And the difference between the two formulations is important. At issue is whether sacrifice is considered, in and of itself, a productive act. Those who argue that expiation is at the core of all or most sacrificial rituals ultimately view sacrifice not as something productive, but as a correction or a reversal of something else that was wrong. One well-known and useful commentary uses the following sequence of verbs in discussing sacrifice: "restore," "correct," "undo," "reverse," and "cleanse. 85There is another form of ritual killing that, at least in a way, does serve more directly to undo the effects of moral impurity: capital punishment. On capital punishment as an antidote to moral defilement, see e.g., Gen 9:4-7 and Num 35:30-34; for a later tradition, see Jub. 7:33. That sacrifice and capital punishment overlap conceptually can be seen in shared terminology
